As businesses continue to move production workloads and valuable data to the public cloud, the consequences of security breaches can be catastrophic. All it takes is a single vulnerability or lapse in process to expose highly sensitive private assets to the world. This “one-strike rule” combined with the dynamic nature of the cloud creates the need for active protection of cloud environments.

Secure Your Cloud With Confidence

- Adopt a closed by default policy with time-limited access to ports and services
- Enforce a security gold standard with automatic reversion of unauthorized changes
- Lockdown network access to security groups in protected regions
- Just-in-time privileged elevation for your IAM users and roles with multi-factor authorization
CloudGuard Dome9 is a comprehensive security and compliance automation service that offers powerful capabilities that provide always-on security enforcement for your multi-cloud environment. These tools go beyond monitoring and security assessments and serve as guardrails for your cloud workloads, ensuring that you stay secure without losing agility.

**Dynamic Access Leases**

- Time-limited, on-demand access to services and ports in the cloud that reduces the attack surface while still allowing legitimate users to get the access they need with the click of a button.

**Features:**
- Limited time access to ports and services
- Lightweight “no software” alternative to VPNs for secure access
- Easy to set up for any service in minutes

**Key Benefit:** Adopt a closed-by-default network security posture to minimize the risk of external threats.

**Tamper Protection**

- Automatic reversion of unauthorized modifications to last known approved state of security policies to enforce a security gold standard at all times.

**Features:**
- Continuous monitoring of cloud accounts for changes outside the CloudGuard Dome9 system
- Automatic rollback to last known/approved state
- Independent third-party audit of unauthorized changes

**Key Benefit:** Lockdown your security posture by preventing unauthorized changes through the console or via API.
Region Lock

Network access lockdown for newly detected security groups in protected regions.

Features:
- Stripping of all ingress and egress policies from newly detected security groups
- Access isolation of assets created in protected regions
- Independent third-party audit of unauthorized changes

Key Benefit: Prevent unauthorized access to cloud assets through changes to security groups made outside the CloudGuard Dome9 console.

IAM Safety

Just-in-time privileged elevation over users, roles and actions with multi-factor authorization and audited tamper protection.

Features:
- Time-based privileged IAM elevation on an as-needed basis for protected actions
- Audited protection from suspicious activity
- Second level out-of-band authorization from a mobile device for critical updates

Key Benefit: An additional layer of defense on top of native IAM where it is needed.
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